To provide more clarity about the Airport Health Measures Audit Programme, here are
some frequently asked questions and answers.

FAQ BV-AUDIT
Q - Is this programme available only to ACI Members?
A - Non-member airports can also join; however, they would not benefit from preferred
member pricing.
Q - Is there any link between the ACI Airport Health Accreditation Programme (AHA)
and the ACI-BV Airport Health Measures Audit Programme (AHMAP)?
A - There is no formal link between the 2 but they do complement each other.
Q - What are the main differences between the AHA and the AHMAP?
A – Both programmes are built upon the ICAO CART document. AHA will remotely
assess the systematic approach of processes pertaining to all measures managed by
the airport to protect passengers and all its stakeholders, while the AHMAP will audit the
effectiveness of all implemented processes in place, through an on site visit.
Q - How much will it cost?
A- Costs are determined by the current passenger traffic and the airport complexity
(number of active terminals, size etc..) and the estimated amount of time it will take to
conduct the audit.
Q – How long will the certification be valid for?
A – As the situation constantly changes worldwide and locally, the validity of the
certification is for 6 months.

Q - How long will the on-site audit require?
A - Can expect 2 to 5 days depending on the size and complexity of the airport.
Q - What will a successfully audited airport receive?
A - The Bureau Veritas formal Safeguard label cobranded with ACI, marketing toolkit
and stickers and, visibility throghout ACI’s communications.
Q - What are the expected steps for an airport that is interested in participating in the
AHMAP?
A – Here are the steps:
Step 1: Apply online through the link below and we will be in contact with your airport
POC and gather all necessary information:
https://aci.aero/about-aci/priorities/health/airport-health-measures-audit-programme/
Step 2: a form will be forwarded in order top gather the relevant information to provide
you with a quote.
Step 3: signature of the agreement.
Step 4: an invoice is sent, and the audit coordination and visit will only begin pending
payment
Step 5: On site audit
Step 6: Report is forwarded within days and Label is granted once all non-compliances
are properly closed.

